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Making Couscous (Part 2) 

 
 

Arabic Hassaniya transcript: 
 

ه5ا ... ب?< ا= ... ا234ام ,23م >*; . (6468 4; $: $،$6738 ه5ا ا234ام )'آ%$  #"!  و ذر,+ #"*( )'آ%$  #"!  �ه� :إ��أة
... !  اG#234 4 ذي ,"8 ل.  �ه� $23#;، �ه� A6#23$ ذرك،ب?< ا=...  ا234ام #"*( ,6Cد آ3*2 ,2>%وA ،,8% ,2>%وA ا234ام

A "#2آ3 رات،و #"*( ب ;*"*I �� ا234ام ا4< A $5Jو ، A5وJ6$ �� اMN4وA $5J >*;  و KL I ذا �ه<  �< Aط و $%,2و 
�P, س ب ش S?S4اT#أ >V )# و WTM, 2ج( وY46ق ا< �� #2اح] �ه� )KL I 2!7 ذا ،P(  ... =ه5... ب?< اA، � �ه

]*L%4ب8 ,  ا )# ;MN$، ^*T_4 `83, [ #"; آ #] ,8^ و*Lر �83�  4،ش6>�... و $%,2وA ا6d4ق وسaaa b اS?S4 س  أ4, [C
�$ f4ا g*ه6 آ # �   ... #"; ش

   /. ا",(+*() ی&  %$� و"! �ت
 ه5ا آ?hS و ذي ،ذرك راA >6ق ا2Y4ج(...  أ$%,2وA >6ق ا2Y4ج( , ك ,WTM, )*"# WTM أ$C%64 اG8,2M4 أ4� :إ��أة

?(*8;i .  
 
 

English translation: 
 

WOMAN: Now that we made sure that the couscous is well mixed, we will take this, 
which is what we call barram1. And barram is what we pass the couscous through. 
Bismillah

2. All of this can fit in the barram – it is usually the case when the barram is big 
enough. Bismillah, and now we just pass the couscous chunks through the barram like 
this. This is called barma3. After we have passed it through the barram, which has the big 
holes, we will pass it through the eshtat4 to put the final couscous product in the cascass5. 
Then, we put it over the pot to steam-cook. After this, there will be other steps, which 
you will see after this… Bismillah… Now, we will pass this through the eshtat to get rid 
of what is left of flour, and all the particles that are too small or any pure flour will go 
through and only the big particles will be left. And we will put those in…aaa… the 
cascass… Look, in case some of it is left that is not similar to the rest… [Small child’s 
voice in the background]… Now, we put it over the pot to steam-cook and when it is 
ready… Now it is over the pot and this is couscous and this is its sauce. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Barram: A fine sieve used for preliminary sieving of the couscous particles. It will later be passed through 
a finer sieve, the eshtat. 
2 Bismillah: In the Name of Allah: An Arabic expression used before starting something.  
3 Barma refers to the mixture of couscous once it has been mixed to the extent that it forms tiny clumps. 
4 Eshtat: A very fine sieve; the couscous is passed through it at the last stage to ensure that no flour is left.   
5 Cascass: A specific type of bowl for cooking couscous. 
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